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WELLINGTON TAKES ON TWO MESSERSCHMITTS

During the attack on Stuttgart the Germans put up many fighters, and

a Wellington on its way back was intercepted over France by two Me. 110s.

The first Me. made two attacks without damaging the Wellington, It

then closed in for a third attempt and the rear gunner of the bomber, Sgt,
T. Bell, gave it a short burst and saw his bullets hitting the nose of the

fighter.

"I continued firing", Sgt, Bell said, "and then the fighter seemed

to explode. There was a great 'white flash and I couldn’t see anything for

a few seconds. But the wireless operator, who was watching the fight from

the astro-dome, shouted ’you’ve got him*, After this the wireless operator
left the astro-dome to mend the inter-comm, wire to the rear turret. This

had been broken by a parachute pack which had crashed against it while the

pilot was taking violent evasive action. The bomb-aimer followed the

wireless operator into the astro-dome and a second or two later another

Me.llO came in to attack. After firing a burst it broke away and then came

in from starboard, and then from port. In the last attack Sgt, Bell got
it in his sight and gave it an effective burst from 400 yards range. Flames

spurted out of the starboard engine and the fighter turned over on its back

and went down. Because of evasive action the Wellington was now flying

300 feet above the ground. From this height the bomb-aimer saw the Me.,

‘which -was still on fire, disappear behind trees. When the Wellington got
back to base, there was only one hole in its port wing.

Sgt, Bell, who was a plumber in Newcastle-on-Tyne before he joined

the R.A.F*S was on his fourth trip. On his first war flight he damaged
a Ju. 88,


